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A. A. Wells, Director JUN 2 7 1962

Division of International Affairs

L. D. Low, Director 0friZ123 Q;gned by,

Division of Compliance Leo Dubinski

EMELHARD DNJSTILIES, IMS., NEWO, WL WYR ;
LICENSE NO. SNM-98 - SHORTAGE (W UWIMIDI AND U-235

CO: EGO

On December 4, 1961, DIA transmitted to this office copies
of two neoranda to the files dated November 17 and 2b,
1961. These pertained to a possible shortage in the
uranium content of fuel elements sent by the Netherlands
Government to subject licensee for reprocessia4;.

Inquiry disclosed that the licensee has on hand residues,
aqueous wastes and dissolver solutions generated in the
reprocessing of the fuel elments. Attached it. a copy
of a memorandum dated May 16, 1962, in which RVA-ion I.
Division of Compliance, sets forth the results of assays
by the New Brunswick Laboratory of samples coll.ected-
from the licensee.

Based on the assays, it appears that about 152 grams
of uranium rPm in in the residues on hand at the licen-
see's facility.

Attachment:
Cpy memo fm C0:I

dtd 5/16/62, v/en 1.

cc: Re W. Kirkmnz, CO:I, v/o
HXe K. shapar, *0GC a/

Lovenstein, Ml]l, w/
D. E. George,, MM, w/
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O1TONAL -ORýA No. So
S010- 04

117NIT ID STATES GOVERNMENT

mo orandumr
TO :Leo Dubinski, Assistant Director for DATrE"

Miqteriale, Division of Compliance, HQ WAY 16 19SP

.ROM :Robert W. 1(irkmaan, Director /
Region 1, Division of Compliance l

sUBJE.Cr: ENGELHARD INDUSTRIES, INC., NEWARK, NEW JERSEY,
LICENSE NO. SNX-98 - SHORTAGE OF URANIUM AND U-235
(YOUR MEMO 3/14/62, CO:EGO)

CO:I-:AMB

Anson M. Bartlett, of this office, and Harold V.
Werner, Nuclear Materials Management Branch, FYOO,
visited the office of Mr. E. 0. Nurmi, Chemical'-
Engineer in charge of Uranium Department, Refiner7:
Division, Engeihard industries, Inc., 149 Muirray
Street, Newark, New Jersey, on April 3, 1962, to
obtain samples of the Netherlands Government
uranium fuel recovery residues.

A total of 24 samples were obtained, including 2
samples of solid residues, 5 of aqueous waste,
and 17 of dissolver solutions, These samples were
delivered to the New Brunswick Laboratory on April
4, 1962, with a request that they be assayed to
determine their uranium content.

SUMMARY

Assays by the New Brunswick Laboratory of samples
of solid residues, aqueous wastes and dissolver
solutions, as supplied by Engelhard Industries
from its reclamation of uranium from Netherlands

Government fuel elements showed that (1) the solid
residues still in Engelhard's possession, and
weighing 24 pounds, contained approximately 1.4%
or about 152 grams of uranium, (2) the quantity
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of uranium remaining in the aqueous wastes was essentially
correct as reported by Engelhard, and (3) Engelhard's
assays of the original dissolver solutions were for all
practical purposes correct. It would appear to be
practical to rerun the 24 pounds of solid residues in
an effort to reclaim additional uranium therefrom, possibly
as much as 120 grams.

DETAILS

In gathering the above-mentioned samples it was found that
the solid residues were stored in a large plastic bag in-
side a 55 gallon steel drum, which drum had a lid on it,

and was stored among several other similar drums. It was
weighed in the presence of the AEC representatives and was

found to have a gross weight of 113 pounds. The drum
itself, according to Mr. Nurmi, is of a standard type
weighing 56 pounds, so the net weight of the contents was
57 pounds.

A technician member of Mr. Nurmi's staff put on rubber
gloves and a face mask and, using a metal scoop, started
to mix the residues preparatory to withdrawing repre-
sentative portions for our samples, it having been decided
that 3 samples would be assembled, 2 for us and 1 for
Engelhard. It was soon discovered that various foreign
objects were among the residues, namely empty sample
bottles, crucibles, insulation material, and metal fuel
element end pieces.

Mr. Nurmi and his technician at first were unable, except
for the fuel element end pieces which they said were from
the Netherlands fuel elements, to explain the presence of
the above-mentioned objects. Hoever, after some reflection
and discussion they both concluded that the foreign material
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appeared to be floor sweepings and other debris which
must have been dumped in the drum by other refinery
workers without their knowledge. The disclosure, quite
obviously, was a source of embarrassment to Mr. Nurmi.

It was decided by Messrs. Nurmi and Werner that the
foreign objects, including the fuel element end pieces,
should be removed from the drum before extracting any

residue samples. This was done and the drum was reweighed
with the result that the residues had a net weight of
24 pounds, as compared with a net weight of 57 pounds

before the foreign objects had been removed. The
residues were then mixed, and samples were removed from
various sections of the total mass. The extracted samples
were then composited in a mixing bowal and from this

material 3-1 pound glass bottles with plastic screw
caps were filled. The bottles had previously been
labeled and weighed on a Fisher Scientific Ohaus Triple-
Beam Balance and the weights had been recorded on the

labels. The bottles were reweighed after they had been
filled with residue material, and these weights were
recorded on the labels, along with the resulting net
weight of the material. The bottles were then sealed
with plastic tape.

One of the 3 samples of residues having a net weight
of 129.5 grams, and identified as Sample AR, was retained
by Mr. Nurmi. The other 2 samples identified as Sample
BR and Sample CR, and having net weights of 97.3 grams
and 89.4 grams respectively, were retained by the AECe
representatives and were turned over to the NBL on
April 4, 1962.

Mr. Nurmi was requested to retain the residues until the

results of our analyses would be available and he said
he would do so. He pointed out, however, that by letter
dated January 23, 1962, he received written authorization
from DIA to dispose of these residues along with all
other wastes from the Netherlands recovery project. He

added that he had expected to turn these wastes over to
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a waste disposal f£m in the near future, but he said
he would defer such action until he heard. from this office.

Mr. Nurmi said that when the Netherlands reclamation
project was finished, he had 15 lots of aqueous waste
containing from 115 to 178 liters of liquid each. He'
said that he sent a report of his analysis of this waste
to DIA in a letter dated February 16, 1962, which showed
that there was a total of 146.8 grams of uranium in these
wastes, and that he was making arrangements to dispose
of these solutions. He said that he has disposed of all
but 5 of these lots which contained a total of 49 grams
of uranium.

Samples of the above-mentioned aqueous wastes were
obtained by our representatives and turned over to the
NBL for analysis. The analysis reflected that the 5
lots of aqueous wastes contained a total of 43 grams of
uranium, which Mr. Werner said was within analytical
accuracy, and Engelhard's value of 49 grams, therefore,
would be acceptable. Werner also said that in view of
the aforementioned agreement of analytical results it
can be assumed that Engelhard's data for the uranium
content of the aqueous wastes that have already been
discarded, are correct.

Mr. izurmi also turned over to our representatives a
complete set of the samples which he extracted from
each of the 17 dissolver solutions. He also supplied
a copy of a letter dated December 12, 1961, which he
wrote to the Netherlands Government agency "Conprino,
NoV., Amstel-21, Amsterdam, Netherlands," in reply to

that agency's request for data on the processing of the
fuel elements. He pointed out that a "Table" was

attached to his letter which shmied the sample code,

the elements numbers, the weight of solution, and the

analytical results of both the uranium and the aluminum
analyses. Copies of this letter and the Table are

attached as Ex-hibits "A" and "B" respectively..
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The above-mentioned 17 samples were analyzed by the NBL,
and a report dated April 26, 1962, as submitted by NBL
reflects,that, with very few exceptions, the Engelhard
assays were very close to the NBL assays. We are listing
the NBL assay data below in comparison with the Engelhard
data:

Engelhard's
Sample No.

grams U/gram*
According to Engelhard -

039-lA
039-IB
039-IC
039-ID
039-1E
039-1F
039-1G
039-1H
039-1I
039-1J
039-1K
039-IL
039-IM
039-1N
039-IP
039-IR
039-1T

.00406

.00428

.00416

.00853

.00825

.00815

.00761

.00770

.00762

.00820
.00616
.00479
.00423
.00903
.00802
.00789
.00565

grams U/gram*
According to NBL

.00401

.00428

.00409

.00851

.00839
.. 00762

.00828

.00773

.00804

.00 BI6

.00616

.00475

.00426

.00902

.00802

.00785

.00564

*-20% enrichment in all cases. NBL
used the following atomic weights in
its computations:

238.03 for natural uranium
237 45 for 20% enriched uranium

Mr. Werner reviewed the comparative assays and said that

in his opinion, with the relatively minor exception of
Samples No. 039-1F, 039-IG, and 039-1i, the NBL assays
reflect that Engelhard's assays, for all practical purposes,
were sufficiently accurate.
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The NBL assayed the two samples of solid residues twice
because the first assay indicated a rather high percentage
of uranium. However, the second assay confirmed the
results of the first assay, namely that Sample BR contained
1.0% of uranium, and Sample CR contained 1.8% of uranium,
of 20% enrichment in both cases, or an average uranium
content of 1.4%.

Mr. Werner computed that, on the basis of the NBL assays,
the 24 pounds of solid residues still contain approximately
152 grams of uranium. He said that by rerunning these
residues, it should be possible for Engelhard to extract
about 120 grams of uranium, which in his opinion would
be a worthwhile thing to do since the uranium is worth
$15/gram.

Mr. Werner volunteered to initiate discussions with Mr.
Nurmi on an informal basis in an effort to have Engelhard
rerun the solid residues, so if DIA agrees to this pro-
cedure please let us know. We will await your instructions

before initiating any further action.

Enclosure:
Exhibits "A"

and "B"

I
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Attentioni Mr. Nlkkgpen

-a tl e•ent

In reply to your requ.st, we tre ,ubItting here'ith the
4s to on th * proceesInq Qf th * f utI cIcnentP In c r ircrap f .c'iity.

no• fuel ¢laents were d!zuoavqd In dilute nitric a(!c, the
ravulting• zolutlor, "waa filtercid, wclghel, s~uplea, 'in-.. the Sexr.ple

fnfly•ed for mrnluv' cOrntcnt. ,hc ool hds, or •irt re:-,ve"u by the
filter, wera ctlclnod and ltac•ac with n:trlc r,riz. Tt.v reultlng

solution ves wiol~hed., san~pled, and the ssaplt. einuIyzaJ for uran-lum
content.

kic are 11ustINe In TaI•I I the vaxple ccit, tV.e elsintt nu~h~rs,

the welght o: sojutlý.: and tzht mr•'vttcal revultx ,f bOth thu ur'lr-,IX
en~d the &1I~f~ Unnwii14 j'/op. Thu Va;rirt s1u 15 10j p.cr ctnt. &I
best to Lt It used for process centrol or.ly.

%we hope t[is lInfor•ation It what. yo require. %hou1.1 you nr-od

Pore 1nforamtlon, we shill be h.&pyy #.o haip in an> -a.y vc cfn.

Ver- truly yo>trs,

E KEtI

S'JIurm i

MH op

•.e *-. Jotr • . ' ,,? . . .
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U-O,-o9-I c

U-039-1Au-0~ 3ý -I

r1 ement
N.•0

17'

17 ¶2
-721

2717, "l1 rn

.°, *, .

7 1%7 1;'

2711G,.--2

R7 1 F, 37 -9

2718,,278

Solution
Wt. Graim

10114LO

I ( t1950

16711J

2..6 3 P84

I. 5w

202079

Co0401

.004!28

.004-09

. oo851

. ý639

.00762

•.0091 2

,*.802

.0239

.0239

.02145

.02ý 7

00229 5

.o317

.C)330

.0296

* 0264
*.0196LA h 4o0300

Notesi All finl CISMOnt Matbtr WCr* pr'rlxed bY Littft *N',

UrSanim and Al&MaIAm kmmlYtlrl Pftalts arc .xpreod
at grw cta1 e grin of voltlatJ.A


